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Abstract: Amidst rapid urbanization, sustainable development requires moving beyond subjective
land-use planning techniques toward innovative computational geospatial models. This paper in-
troduces a GIS-based quantitative framework to enable objective, rigorous land-use compatibility
analysis. Uniquely, the model evaluates radial impacts and expert-defined criteria across multiple
scales, overcoming the limitations of qualitative approaches. Cell-by-cell computation identifies
emerging spatial conflicts with enhanced realism. A case study in Qaemshahr, Iran, demonstrated
the model’s proficiency in revealing incompatibilities and hotspots, surpassing conventional method-
ologies. Quantitative analysis provided accurate, transparent insights for evidence-based planning
and consistency in evaluation. Ongoing improvements through 3D, real-time data integration and
machine learning will further the objectivity. While extensive testing across diverse urban contexts is
still needed, this pioneering computational technique marks a transition from subjective to objective
methodologies. Situated at the intersection of geographic information science and urban planning,
this study serves as a launchpad for advancing robust geospatial models to shape more equitable,
resilient urban futures amidst complex sustainability challenges. The development of rigorous com-
putational techniques remains fundamental, and the present innovative model can be used to provide
objective, scientifically grounded compatibility analyses to guide land-use planning.

Keywords: land-use planning; compatibility analysis; spatial modeling; geographic information
systems; spatial conflicts

1. Introduction

In the realm of urban development, land-use planning stands as a pivotal instrument
for achieving the orderly, efficient, and sustainable physical evolution of cities and re-
gions. At its core, this multifaceted process aims to create functional, equitable, and livable
built environments where both communal and individual goals can be realized [1,2]. The
complexities inherent in land-use planning necessitate a systematic approach to the regu-
lation and management of land resources, aligning environmental, economic, and social
objectives [3]. These goals encompass optimizing land utilization, averting use conflicts,
conserving natural resources, and fostering balanced and sustainable development [3,4].

Rigorously evaluating land-use compatibility has far-reaching implications for build-
ing sustainable, equitable, and livable cities. Enhanced compatibility analysis enables cities
to optimize land-use patterns, efficiently accommodate growth, and proactively resolve con-
flicts [5]. This promotes balanced urban evolution that protects public health and preserves
residential amenities [6]. Incompatible land uses can be appropriately separated to prevent
detrimental impacts on communities from traffic, emissions, and noise. Quantitatively iden-
tifying mismatches early on provides a powerful planning tool to uphold the quality of life
amid intensification. Compatibility assessment further enables planners to conserve nature
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while guiding infrastructure development [7]. Overall, advancing evaluation techniques is
crucial for evidence-based policymaking that balances ecological and development needs
for sustainable, resilient urban futures. This underscores the urgent need to enhance the
rigor of quantitative methods for comprehensive land-use analysis.

The intricate nature of land-use planning is further compounded by the need to
balance conflicting objectives, all while accounting for dynamic factors, such as evolving
demographics, technologies, and climate [8]. To ensure the long-term sustainability of
land resources, extensive stakeholder participation becomes imperative. Active citizen
engagement; collaborative planning; and human-centered, community-focused decision-
making processes form the bedrock of a sustainable planning approach [9]. Equally vital
is the integration of cultural perspectives and values into the planning process, ensuring
inclusivity and representation [10].

A crucial component in this elaborate planning process is rigorous land-use assess-
ment, providing indispensable insights for informed evidence-based decision-making on
sustainable urban land utilization [11,12]. Land-use assessment serves a dual purpose: First,
identifying optimally suitable land for various uses through detailed analysis of the topog-
raphy, geology, socioeconomic feasibility, ecological restrictions, and prohibitive constraints,
thus enabling efficient and equitable land allocation [11]. Second, it aids in balancing urban
development demands and ecological protection by evaluating environmental impacts and
guiding sustainable and resilient infrastructure development [13].

Despite its significance, compatibility analysis faces challenges due to the predomi-
nantly qualitative nature of conventional techniques. Methods like binary compatibility
matrices rely heavily on subjective expert input, with criteria quantification and catego-
rization varying based on individual perspectives [11]. This introduces inconsistencies and
personal biases, limiting objectivity.

Additionally, traditional qualitative approaches narrowly focus on adjacency, over-
looking crucial broader neighborhood-level and proximity-based effects of land use on
one another. This limited scope ignores spatial interrelationships and impact radii [14,15].
The lack of standardized quantitative techniques has led to calls for enhancing land-use
compatibility assessment through computational modeling to increase objectivity [11].
Developing data-driven approaches is imperative for robust scenario testing and evidence-
based planning. Some studies have employed quantitative methods like spatial metrics
analysis to evaluate land-use allocation. For instance, comparing land use per capita against
established planning standards identifies deficiencies and gaps [16]. However, these limited
quantitative techniques also face shortcomings. They often apply only to singular land uses
rather than multiple types simultaneously and the quantification remains simplistic, lacking
the integration of expert land-use criteria [14]. Both qualitative and quantitative approaches
have roles in ensuring logical, balanced land-use allocation [17,18]. However, the inherent
subjectivity in qualitative analyses coupled with a narrow scope of current quantitative
methods highlight the need for more comprehensive computational techniques. This study
aimed to address this gap through an innovative quantitative model that incorporates
multi-scalar impacts of land uses based on expert criteria.

Land-use planning demands optimal site selection and separation of incompatible uses,
which is achieved through extensive data collection and multi-criteria evaluation [5,19].
While qualitative approaches like compatibility assessments are crucial, subjectivity re-
mains a concern, emphasizing the need for more rigorous quantitative techniques [11].
Enhancing the rigor and objectivity of land-use evaluation through quantitative modeling
becomes imperative for systematic and comprehensive compatibility analysis. This study
tackled the limitations of current subjective approaches by introducing an innovative GIS-
based quantitative model for analyzing land-use compatibility. Through a case study of
Qaemshahr, Iran, where uncontrolled industrial expansion has resulted in conflicts with
residential areas [20], the model was showcased and compared with traditional subjective
techniques. Originally a modest village, Qaemshahr underwent a profound transformation
during the 1960s with the establishment of textile and spinning factories, along with the
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integration of railway connections to other industrial hubs, ushering it into the status of
a small city. Over four decades, these factories gradually shuttered due to the indiscrim-
inate importing of textile products. Nevertheless, urban growth persisted, shifting its
driving force from attracting factory workers to accommodating an influx of disadvantaged
populations from nearby cities.

In the past three decades, unplanned urban development and the emergence of
brownfields propelled Qaemshahr into becoming a burgeoning major city, marking a
significant shift in its urban land cover, land-use dynamics, and demographic composition.
Notably, the establishment of various universities and professional institutions in the area
has had little impact on altering the trajectory of urban growth in a sustainable manner.

Recognizing the imperative for rigorous planning and compatibility assessments in
the context of Qaemshahr, which confronts challenges arising from incompatible land uses,
key questions addressed by this study included how quantitative GIS-based modeling
enhances land-use compatibility analysis, the limitations of current qualitative approaches,
the improvement of evaluation at varying spatial scales, and the implications of introduc-
ing standardized quantitative analytical techniques for land-use planning. The central
hypothesis of this study was that developing a GIS-based quantitative model would enable
more objective and rigorous land-use compatibility analysis compared with conventional
subjective qualitative methods, which rely heavily on expert input and binary categorization.

The primary goal was to develop and demonstrate a GIS-based computational model
for enhanced rigor in compatibility assessment. The proposed quantitative model aims
to provide accurate and objective insights, enabling the city to achieve harmonious and
sustainable urban growth. The quantitative model introduced in this paper utilizes key
methods, including GIS spatial analysis, multi-scalar raster computation, and neighborhood
effect modeling to enable rigorous land-use compatibility assessment. Through careful
planning and compatibility assessments, Qaemshahr can mitigate the impacts on citizens’
well-being and foster sustainable development, ensuring that industrial priorities do not
impede the provision of healthy living spaces. This study contributes to the broader
discourse on enhancing land-use planning methodologies, emphasizing the importance of
objectivity and rigor in compatibility analysis for sustainable urban development.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Theoretical Background

The term “land-use theory” in its current usage encompasses two distinct categories
of theories: those that analyze land uses and land-use planning, and those that focus on the
process of land-use planning itself [21]. Hence, a theoretical framework pertaining to urban
land elaborates and presents the modules and procedures that give rise to land uses and
land covers by considering the relationship between social and environmental aspects [22].
A review of the body of literature reveals the pivotal and multifaceted role of the economic
factor as a mediator and moderator within urban land models and how it exerts a profound
influence on the intricate interplay between social and environmental elements [23–27].
This factor operates as a key player, influencing the urban network, land cost, land tax,
and developmental trajectories. Its impacts resonate across various dimensions, including
urban morphology, population density, demographic composition, and the emergence of
phenomena like informal settlements and shifts in land cover.

In the realm of urban economic land theories, William Alonso (1964) stands as a
pioneering figure who sought to develop models for urban land transformation. His
approach involved taking into account the accessibility requirements of the city center for
various land-use categories, encompassing housing, commercial, and industrial purposes.
Alonso’s primary focus was on factors related to accessibility and rental costs. According
to Alonso’s theory, each land-use category demonstrates a unique rent gradient or bid rent
curve [28].

Following Alonso, the land-use succession theory was further developed by Heilbran
(1974), Schaaf (1960), and Rothenberg (1967). It operates on the fundamental principle that
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the present value of the new land use must exceed that of the old use by an amount at least
equal to the transition costs associated with converting the land to its new purpose [29]. The
theory, as one of the most developed fields in the study of urban land economics, provides
a valuable perspective on the dynamics of urban development, shedding light on the
evolving nature of land-use patterns as cities grow and change. This theory posits that as
urban areas expand, there is a discernible “succession” of land uses, driven by the shifting
concept of the “highest and best use” for a given location [30]. In practical terms, when
we consider commercial areas, succession theory suggests that those already surrounded
by various land uses will ultimately expand by acquiring and redeveloping neighboring
properties. This transformation gradually alters the character of these areas, evolving
them into commercial zones. This theory is not limited to commercial areas; it is equally
applicable to the residential property market, often occurring even before acquisition
pressure from other land uses [31]. Older, yet originally high-cost housing near burgeoning
commercial zones may prompt occupants to contemplate modernizing or rebuilding their
homes. However, frequently, they opt to sell instead. This initiates a “filtering down”
process, wherein yesterday’s high-cost and medium-cost houses gradually deteriorate,
welcoming a succession of lower-income owners and tenants until they are eventually
repurposed into apartments or flats. Eventually, these properties may be demolished and
replaced with commercial or industrial developments. Furthermore, a critical examination
of the prevailing urban land-use models, such as the concentric zone model, the Hoyt sector
model, the multiple nuclei model, and the peripheral model, reveals that these models are
primarily based on the concepts of invasion and succession toward the highest and best use.
Invasion is a process that necessitates the continuous expansion of inner zones into outer
zones due to the proactive migration of the population into the city. Conversely, succession
occurs when a specific area is gradually transformed by the activities and influences that
have migrated into that zone.

Therefore, succession theory serves as a valuable addition to the broader range of
urban development theories by explaining the transitional areas that frequently emerge
between land uses [32]. This concept contributes to our comprehension of why landlords are
willing to accept urban land-use changes over time and how specific land uses eventually
come to dominate particular locations. It is crucial that urban land-use modeling for
monitoring changes in land use is grounded in emerging spatial conflicts and hotspots
rather than relying on subjective approaches. While this approach aims to cultivate urban
environments that are resilient, equitable, and environmentally sustainable, in alignment
with Sustainable Development Goal No. 11, it necessitates further development through
refinements involving 3D technology, sensors, and machine learning.

2.2. Land-Use Assessment

Land-use planning is a complex, multidimensional public policy process that is widely
recognized as vital for achieving orderly, efficient, and sustainable development of cities
and regions [1]. It involves strategic regulation and management of land resources to realize
environmental, economic, and social goals [3]. Key objectives include optimizing land use,
preventing conflicts, conserving nature, and promoting balanced growth [4]. Land-use
planning necessitates a multifaceted approach comprising territorial diagnosis, generat-
ing alternatives, resolving disputes, identifying risks, and guiding projects [33]. With
demographic, technological, climate, and policy changes, balancing conflicting aims makes
planning inherently complicated [34,35]. Extensive stakeholder participation through active
engagement, collaborative planning, and human-centered decision-making is fundamental
to ensure the sustainability of land resources [9,10]. Integrating the cultural values of all
groups into the process is equally vital. As a vital component, rigorous land-use assessment
provides critical inputs to enable evidence-based sustainable planning decisions on utiliza-
tion [11,12]. It identifies suitable land for varied uses, including residential, commercial,
industrial, recreational, or agricultural based on analysis of topography, geology, feasibility,
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ecological restrictions, and constraints. This enables efficient, equitable allocation while
minimizing conflicts [11].

Assessment assists in balancing development and ecological protection by evaluating
environmental impacts and delineating areas needing conservation [11]. It also guides
sustainable infrastructure development by optimizing the design of transportation, utilities,
and public facilities based on spatial patterns [13]. Furthermore, assessment promotes
compact, accessible, mixed-use neighborhoods, fostering sustainable transportation [36].
Systematic incorporation across all stages enhances effectiveness through informed deci-
sions and efficient patterns [12]. A key preliminary step involves optimal site selection and
separation of incompatible uses via extensive data collection, analysis, and multi-criteria
evaluation [5,19]. Quantitative and qualitative approaches have been used to ensure logical,
balanced land-use allocation and proportions [17,18].

A quantitative evaluation compares land use per capita against standards to deter-
mine deficiencies and accessibility gaps [16]. A qualitative evaluation focuses on intrinsic
characteristics and complex interactions using tools like compatibility, desirability, capacity,
and dependency matrices [11,37]. Compatibility analysis evaluates relationships between
land uses based on factors like noise, traffic, and pollution. It is crucial but subjective,
with personal biases affecting the outcomes [14]. This can lead to improper allocation
and land-use conflicts, highlighting the need for more rigorous techniques [11]. Recent
studies demonstrate the potential of GIS-based models in enhancing land-use compatibility
analysis. For instance, Pahlavani et al. (2019) [38] calculated proximity metrics between
land uses in Tehran, which were provided as input to experts who ranked the compatibility
of sample areas. Density aggregation handled the uncertainty in judgments. The results
revealed numerous conflicts requiring rearrangement through planning [39]. Similarly,
Taleai et al. (2007) [37] developed an integrated GIS and spatial decision support model that
assesses compatibility in built-up urban areas by considering neighborhood effects. The
micro-scale evaluation demonstrated the value of detailed models in determining physical
compatibility. While these studies showcase promise, most focus only on adjacent parcels
rather than larger-scale neighborhood and proximity effects. There remains a need for
more comprehensive techniques for systematic compatibility analysis to reduce subjectivity
and enable sustainable planning. This study aimed to address this gap through a novel
quantitative model incorporating multi-scalar raster analysis of land-use impacts [37].

In summary, rigorous land-use assessment is vital for informed sustainable planning
but qualitative compatibility analysis can be limited by subjectivity. Recent GIS-based
models demonstrate the potential for enhancement, but further research is needed. This
study developed a quantitative model that assesses compatibility at multiple spatial scales
to improve evaluation rigor and objectivity.

3. Methods and Data
3.1. Case Study

The proposed model was implemented in a case study area in a quarter behind a
canning factory located in region 1 of Qaemshahr municipality. This quarter was specifically
chosen due to the high degree of emerging spatial conflicts and incompatible juxtaposition
of residential areas near factories, underscoring the urgent need for rigorous compatibility
modeling. Figure 1 illustrates the country division hierarchy of Qaemshahr Township and
the location of the study area.

The land-use classification map was obtained from the Qaemshahr municipal au-
thorities planning department, dated to 2018. The built environment base map data were
downloaded from the Iran National Geospatial Data Archive in 2020. Compatibility criteria
ratings and land-use effect distances were collected via interviews with urban planning
experts from the Iranian Ministry of Roads and Urban Development and Qaemshahr Mu-
nicipality in 2022. Land-use planning standards were referenced from established metrics
in academic literature [16]. Most of the land uses in this quarter, particularly those situated
in the buffer zone of major streets, consist of residential areas or a combination of commer-
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cial and industrial establishments (Figure 2). However, the most notable land uses in the
selected area were dedicated to textile factories and canned-producer factories, which were
predominantly located in the southeastern part.

Figure 1. Geographical Hierarchy of the Study Area. (a): Country Level. (b): County Level, (c): City
Level, (d): District Level.

Considering the significant historical and present role of industrial land uses in
Qaemshahr, it is evident that there are land uses within the city that are completely incom-
patible with industrial activities. The case study area in Qaemshahr, Iran, was selected due
to the pressing challenges faced in balancing industrial growth and residential livability.
Unchecked industrial expansion has led to emerging land-use conflicts with surrounding
communities, underscoring the need for rigorous compatibility assessment. As a historic
industrial city experiencing rapid development pressures, Qaemshahr provided an oppor-
tune study site to demonstrate the model’s capabilities in identifying spatial mismatches
between incompatible land uses. The localized conflicts highlight the limitations of con-
ventional subjective techniques, providing an ideal application to showcase the model’s
benefits. The ability to reveal specific hotspots and improvement areas validates the utility
of the quantitative methodology for evidence-based planning in similar industrial cities
grappling with development priorities. This indicates that the process of relocating in-
dustries from the legal boundaries of the city may not have been effectively implemented.
Consequently, it becomes imperative for the city authorities to prioritize this issue in
their plans.

The qualitative analysis land-use compatibility map shown in Figure 3 was adapted
from past studies [37,40]. By conducting analysis employing expert interviews and applying
a standard categorization framework, the existing literature was used to successfully
produce assessments of land-use compatibility. The experts’ assessments included rating
categories, such as fully compatible, relatively compatible, neutral, relatively incompatible,
and fully incompatible [11,14,37]. Consistent with findings from previous studies, industrial
areas and other high-polluting land uses were frequently designated as incompatible with
adjacent residential areas due to factors like noise and emissions [11,14,37]. Fully compatible
indicated completely synergistic land uses with no expected conflicts. Relatively compatible
represented general alignment with minor possible issues. Neutral denoted no significant
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positive or negative interactions. Relatively incompatible meant potential major conflicts
exist. Fully incompatible indicated completely unsynergetic land uses were certain to
collide [11,14,37]. This study utilized existing qualitative analysis to evaluate and validate
the quantitative model developed herein.

Figure 2. The land-use distribution.

Figure 3. Map of qualitative evaluation of land use using the commonly used method of urban
planning expertise.
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In the following figure, we can see the qualitative analysis of the land use in the
case study area, which was prepared by interviewing urban experts and using their most
common suggestions (Figure 3).

As it is clear in Figure 3 and according to what was said before, in this kind of analysis,
the methodology involves choosing land uses and attributing compatibility indexes; using
this method, industrial land uses are usually chosen as incompatible land uses.

3.2. Methodology
3.2.1. Overview

What is presented in this paper is a model for determining the level of compatibility
of each land use regarding the effects of adjacent land uses using ArcGIS software. Once
the GIS raster or vector database has been organized into several map layers of the same
geometric framework, the land-use suitability procedure can be represented as a flowchart
and executed using GIS operations. Using raster analysis and intermediate functions based
on ASCII formats, focal neighborhood analysis (focal statistics), and finally applying and
running the model in GIS, a value is assigned to each cell of the city (case study area) based
on how compatible or incompatible it is. Then, the cells that resulted from the first step of
land-use vector layers are turned into a vector in a reversed matrix structure process and the
compatibility extent of each land use (in comparison with its neighbors regarding different
effect distances and by applying a reversed proportion for the standard of distance) by
allocating the average cellular values of each category of element in the extent.

3.2.2. Defining Compatibility Values

The model of geographic information used in this research was a raster-based model
of current land use with cellular dimensions of 3 × 3 m. It is important to mention that
choosing these raster dimensions is optional, and it is changeable regarding the scale of
the study; this is possible because on the one hand, in regional studies, these dimensions
can be several times bigger, and on the other hand, there are urban design studies in which
smaller scales for cells can be considered.

Land-use compatibility matrix values are typically determined by experts to represent
the different levels of consistency between various land uses [41–46]. In this model, the
process involves transforming qualitative values from a compatibility table into quantitative
values suitable for GIS analysis. The following scale was applied: completely compatible
(value 4), relatively compatible (value 3), indifferent (value 2), relatively incompatible
(value 1), and completely incompatible (value 0). It is important to note that the evaluation
and quantification process may vary based on expert opinions and a comprehensive
understanding of the specific case under study.

Qualitative compatibility ratings between land uses were derived from Pour-Mohammadi’s
(2003) “Urban Land-Use Planning” by utilizing a compatibility matrix [47]. This framework
categorizes urban land uses into highly compatible, moderately compatible, low/neutrally
compatible, moderately incompatible, or highly incompatible. The existing matrix, which
was sourced from the literature, served as the basis for quantifying the criteria and ensuring
objectivity. Converting qualitative judgments (included in the matrix) to numeric values
enhanced the objectivity and facilitated integration into spatial modeling algorithms. The
quantification of compatibility values and defining effect radii for different land uses was
customized based on expert input specific to the study area. Domain experts with in-depth
knowledge of the local land-use types, their activities, importance, and functional impact
zones provided the foundational criteria matrices and radii for the model. This localized
input accounted for place-specific conditions and priorities. The proposed model retains
the flexibility to modify these inputs based on evolving expert perspectives for different
applications. The criteria and radii matrices are interchangeable components rather than
rigid assumptions, enabling adaption to various contexts.
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3.2.3. Spatial Analysis of Neighborhood Effects

To transform the qualitative compatibility criteria into quantitative values suitable
for spatial analysis, the reclassify function within GIS spatial functions, specifically spatial
analysts, was utilized. A restructured function was created for each type of land use,
incorporating the compatibility extent of that particular land use with others. For example,
when evaluating residential land use, the compatibility of other land uses with residential
areas was considered and incorporated into the function. In Figure 4, the compatibility
matrix of the operation basis is shown, and Figure 5 presents a common compatibility
matrix that was built based on 50 different urban land uses that were considered to calculate
the compatibility levels between pairs of land uses. In addition, Figure 6 illustrates how to
consider urban land uses in a GIS-based environment based on neighboring cells. In the
presented analysis, a 3 × 3 cell neighborhood was used, comprising the adjacent 8 cells
surrounding the central processing cell. This provided sufficient proximity to capture
localized compatibility interactions between land uses.

Figure 4. The compatibility matrix of operation basis.

3.2.4. Computation of Cell Values

During this particular step of the land-use compatibility model, matrix restructur-
ing was undertaken to correspond with the existing land-use types, which amounted to
20 samples being studied (20 different types of land uses were in the study area). These
restructured matrices were utilized in neighboring functions, specifically focal statistics, to
facilitate subsequent analyses. The second fundamental aspect of this model focused on the
spatial relationships between neighboring land uses. By determining the sphere of influ-
ence of each land use on adjacent cells, an understanding of the reach and impact of various
land uses could be established (Figure 7). For instance, the distance at which industrial land
use affected other land uses depended on its specific activities, with the effect radius of
industrial land use being considerably larger than that of a land use such as a kindergarten.
It is worth noting that the selection of effect radiuses is not fixed and is subject to expert
input, allowing for flexibility and adjustment based on domain expertise. Consequently, the
weight attributed to each cell within the effect radius is determined by its proximity to the
central cell, considering the impact of distance on the value assigned to each cell (Figure 8).
Once the effect radiuses were determined, the neighboring matrices were prepared and
arranged in the ASCII format, facilitating further analyses and computations.
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Figure 5. The compatibility matrix of operation basis in this case sample.

Figure 6. The parametric matrix of land uses.
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Figure 7. The parametric matrix of cellular codes.

Figure 8. The weighted parametric matrix.

In the final step of the analysis, after the preparation of neighboring and compat-
ibility matrices, the value of each cell was computed by calculating the average of the
products obtained by multiplying the distance effect with the compatibility extent of the
cells within the neighboring radius. This computation considered the influence of both
spatial proximity and compatibility in determining the value assigned to each cell. By
incorporating these factors, the resulting values provided a comprehensive assessment
of the land-use characteristics within the study area. This quantitative approach allowed
for a more rigorous evaluation and comparison of different land-use patterns, enabling
informed decision-making in urban planning and development processes.

CP=
∑i=m

i=−m ∑
j=n
j=−n(WN(i,j)

× C(i,j))

∑i=m
i=−m ∑

j=n
j=−n WN(i,j)

In the presented framework, several variables and parameters are defined as follows:
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• The variable “m” represents the distance from the central cell to the edge of the
neighboring radius in the x-axis, which is calculated as (x − 1)/2.

• The variable “n” represents the distance from the central cell to the edge of the
neighboring radius in the y-axis, calculated as (y − 1)/2.

• “WN” denotes the weight assigned to each cell within the neighborhood, which
depends on its distance from the cell under study.

• “C” represents the compatibility level corresponding to the specific land-use category
of the cell under study.

• “Cp” denotes the points acquired by the cell under study based on the compatibility level.

To perform these calculations, the “focal statistics tools” available in ArcGIS 10 soft-
ware were utilized. The approach employed the ArcPy technique, incorporating a series of
kernel files that consider local shapes and weights in addition to the scale [48–52]. The tool
executes a neighborhood operation, where the value of each output cell is determined by
the values of all the input cells within a specified neighborhood [53–56].

For irregularly shaped neighborhoods, cells with a value of 1 in the kernel file were
included in the neighborhood processing, while cells with a value of 0 were excluded.
Specific locations within the kernel could be excluded from the analysis by assigning a
value of 0 (Figure 9). At each scale, a focal statistic was applied exclusively to locations
corresponding to the processing cell, resulting in a single output raster [57,58]. To illustrate,
a kernel example used in the model for a land use with a small neighborhood effect, such
as a kindergarten, involved calculating 4 cells on each side of the processing cell (effect
radius of 10 × 3 = 30 m in each axis).

Figure 9. Example illustrations of a weighted kernel for calculations of rectangular neighborhoods.

3.2.5. Implementation in GIS

The equation described above was implemented within a geographic information
system (GIS) environment, resulting in the generation of a compatibility map. The process
of developing the model, as outlined in this paper, is visually represented in the accompa-
nying figure. The figure illustrates the various steps involved in constructing the model
and generating the compatibility map (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Flow chart for calculating land-use compatibility rate.

By employing the algorithm to assess various types of land uses within a specific site,
and subsequently overlaying the resulting matrices, the final stage involved converting
the resultant matrix into a vector representation. This process enabled the production of a
land-use compatibility map for each parcel.

4. Findings

The final compatibility map generated by the proposed algorithm (Figure 11) clearly
shows that a significant portion of non-urban land uses, specifically farming lands in the
northern part of the study area, were identified as incompatible, relatively incompati-
ble, or indifferent. This deviated substantially from the expertise-based method outputs
(Figures 11 and 12), which had categorized these areas as relatively or completely compatible.

Figure 11. The final map of compatibility levels of land uses in case study area.
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Figure 12. The final output frequency of compatibility classes derived from the proposed algorithm.

The key advantage of this quantitative model is the comprehensive multi-scale analysis
undertaken for each land use that involves considering various effects and impact radii and
fully leveraging the compatibility matrix. This highlights the outward sphere of influence
of land uses, leading to noticeable differences between the model outputs and conventional
qualitative methods.

For instance, the common subjective approach categorizes half of the residential areas
as “completely compatible”, while the algorithm identifies them as “relatively compatible”
or “indifferent” due to potential incompatibility with proximal industrial or non-urban
uses that may generate noise, traffic, emissions, or other impacts.

Statistical comparison between the two methods (Figure 13) revealed the extent of the
correspondence for each land-use category. Even completely urban uses, like residential and
commercial uses, exhibited lower compatibility levels in the model outputs, indicating the
complexity of the interrelationships at varying distances that the algorithm could capture.

Figure 13. Comparison of outputs: conventional method (left) vs. suggested model (right).

This contrasted with the overly simplistic categorization of residential and commercial
as universally compatible using the conventional approach. As Figure 14 showcases, the
suggested algorithm demonstrated significantly higher discrimination in distinguishing
subtle gradations of compatibility compared with the binary distinctions of the conven-
tional method.
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Figure 14. The conformity of the suggested algorithm in distinguishing compatibility levels compared
with the compatibility method.

To further validate the capabilities of the model, additional in-depth analyses were
conducted:

• The effect radii for industrial and non-urban uses were systematically varied from 100
to 500 m in 100 m intervals to assess the impacts on proximal residential area com-
patibility. As the radii were increased, more residential areas shifted from completely
compatible to relatively or completely incompatible in the model outputs, affirming
the technique’s ability to realistically capture extended impact zones.

• The model outputs were compared with observed land-use conflicts reported by resi-
dents and planning authorities through surveys and public forums. Approximately
84% of the identified and reported conflicts occurred in areas categorized as rela-
tively or completely incompatible by the model, suggesting strong validity in the
model’s categorization.

• Sensitivity analysis was undertaken by varying the cell size resolution from 1 to
10 m. While some minor variations occurred with smaller cell sizes below 5 m, the
overall compatibility patterns and hotspots remained consistent, demonstrating the
robustness of the model across scales.

These more extensive findings confirmed the capabilities of the quantitative model for
significantly more rigorous, objective, and scientifically grounded land-use compatibility
analysis compared with conventional qualitative approaches. The quantification of complex
multidirectional land-use interrelationships at multiple scales provides urban planners
with a powerful tool to proactively identify emerging conflicts and compatibility issues
through scenario testing.

Armed with these data-driven insights, planners can undertake precisely targeted
interventions, zoning revisions, and land-use rearrangements to address problems before
they escalate. This contrasts sharply with subjective methods that fail to capture the
intricate spatial impacts of land uses, leading to reactive conflict resolution. The algorithm’s
realistic compatibility categorization enables the nuanced planning of transitional buffers,
separation distances, and mitigation strategies to foster sustainable urban evolution.

Ultimately, the spatially explicit compatibility quantification bolsters evidence-based
planning while enhancing analysis objectivity. As cities struggle to cope with urbanization,
economic priorities, and population growth, they will become more in need of such robust
techniques. GIS-based computational methods can provide a foundation for continued
research on enhancing urban planning using GIS.

5. Discussion

This study builds upon previous work on land-use compatibility analysis, such as
Pahlavani et al. [38] and Taleai et al. [37], by advancing the rigor through quantitative
GIS-based modeling. While these references developed foundational approaches for incor-
porating spatial metrics and GIS evaluation, they focused narrowly on adjacency rather than
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larger neighborhood effects [37,38]. The proposed model significantly expands the scope
by considering multi-scalar impacts across effect radii. This enables a more comprehensive
and realistic representation of land-use interrelationships.

Furthermore, the algorithmic computation of compatibility levels based on expert-
defined criteria matrices marks a critical departure from conventional subjective assignment.
By systematically quantifying criteria and minimizing reliance on personal judgments,
greater consistency and objectivity are achieved.

The demonstration of emerging incompatibilities and hotspots uncovered in Qaemshahr
validated the model’s capabilities for evidence-based planning, surpassing the limitations
of qualitative techniques used commonly in practice. Overall, this pioneering study pro-
vides methodological novelty through the integration of computational science and urban
planning for compatibility analysis.

The quantitative approach aligns with the broader disciplinary goals of enhancing
standardization, transparency, and objectivity in land-use assessment [11,14,37]. As ur-
banization accelerates globally, the model provides a valuable framework for continued
research on applying computational methods for sustainable development.

6. Conclusions

Key urban land-use considerations profoundly influence community well-being, envi-
ronmental quality, and sustainability. Hence, land-use compatibility analysis is pivotal for
informed urban planning and policymaking. However, qualitative approaches face inher-
ent subjectivity limitations. This study provides an innovative quantitative computational
model that utilizes GIS spatial analytics to overcome such challenges.

Through neighborhood impact evaluation across radii and algorithmic quantification
of expert criteria, the model minimizes qualitative subjectivity. The cell-by-cell compatibility
computation enables rigorous spatial conflict identification, with the Qaemshahr case study
validating realistic categorization for evidence-based planning. This demonstrates the
model’s utility to uncover emerging mismatches and empower targeted interventions.

Overall, the integration of computational science and urban planning marks a transi-
tion from subjective to more objective land-use assessment. By enhancing standardization
and transparency, this model provides a valuable framework to advance the rigor of com-
patibility analysis. Testing across diverse urban morphologies can validate widespread
applicability.

The implications of incorporating this quantitative approach versus continuing to rely
on conventional subjective techniques are profound for spatial planning. By enabling proac-
tive and precisely targeted interventions, the model provides planners with an invaluable
tool to optimize compatibility, balance growth, and uphold quality of life. In contrast, a
lack of data-driven insights leaves cities reactive, unable to resolve mismatches before esca-
lation, forcing untenable trade-offs between development and livability. The computational
methodology empowers cities to equitably balance economic priorities and public health
through evidence-based policymaking grounded in scientific compatibility analysis. With
urbanization intensifying worldwide, embracing such rigorous and transparent techniques
will be crucial for just, sustainable development.

However, limitations exist. Historic urban contexts may require finer cell sizes. Mixed-
use areas exponentially increase the computational complexity. Most significantly, the 2D
analysis omits vertical interactions.

Future enhancements should incorporate 3D modeling, real-time sensor integration,
and machine learning for sophisticated spatiotemporal analysis. As urbanization acceler-
ates globally, adopting such quantitative techniques is critical for sustainable, equitable
policymaking through scientifically grounded land-use evaluation.

While qualitative methods have inherent subjectivity drawbacks, this study demon-
strated a robust computational model for data-driven compatibility insights. The inte-
gration of geospatial analytics and planning science represents an important milestone in
enabling evidence-based urban development. With future refinements, this pioneering
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approach provides a valuable framework to continue advancing the rigor and objectivity
of land-use assessment.
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